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she eventually managed to finish college and after that started working in
the adult industry. she started her career in the av industry in 2002 at the
age of 21. she was originally only cast in bondage and bdsm videos but has
gradually progressed and now is working with all types of videos. she has
appeared in thousands of videos in the last two years, and she has played
the lead in most of them. her first adult video was released in may 2002. it
was a scene in which she performs a sex scene with a male who is a famous
singer. after that, ameri had a slew of small gigs in sex scenes. she started
appearing in other av companies in 2004 and then joined kaz video in 2005.
after a couple of gigs in kaz video in 2006, she became a lead actress in kaz
video. ameri was billed as "erika kurisu", but as of 2009 she changed her
name to erika chris. she appeared in the company's merica chris feature and
then started her solo career. since then she has appeared in almost every
company and was gradually promoted to lead actresses. as of 2009 she is a
lead actress in kaz video. her first solo title was 'perfect body', and she has
consistently put out a couple of titles each year. she stars in more than two
dozen titles. her first solo title was 'somebody give me sex' in september
2005. she has also starred in japanese porn parodies of the american tv
series desperate housewives. ameri ichinose plays a curious school teacher
trying to set one of her bad students straight and one day decides to follows
him around town which leads to an adult cinema.. so guess what happens
when a pretty hot girl goes into an adult cinema full of horny perverted men
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ameri ichinose glory body ameri ichinose a porn video featuring this hot
japanese actress. watching this video will give you a sexual rush! ameri

ichinose is one of the hottest actresses today and is a favorite of many fans.
this video also features a lot of masturbation. we have a scene where a

horny young teacher fucks his female student, a sexy nurse! she then takes
his cum on her face and licks it off! hot scenes and hot masturbation! ameri
ichinose glory body ameri ichinose a video where this hot japanese actress
will be starring as the heroine or the main character. she will be starring in
scenes with male actors. this will be the first time she will be starring in a
hardcore sex video. watch as this horny actress is enjoying some happy

hardcore sex with males in the bathtub. two's company takuya yuasa shot in
august 2004. this video has takuya yuasa and the hot 100cm tall 'guest'

guest of yuasa. the 'guest' guest is a gorgeous japanese girl and she is quite
rude too. there are a number of very hot sex scenes including a high school
gangbang with lots of cumshot. passaiya takuya yuasa shot on jan. 2009.
passaiya is a super freak fetish site so a very different look and feel from

other sites. takuya yuasa is the host of this site and he has a young,
attractive wife (chaya ayase) to star with him. the kinky couple will meet lots
of men in the scenes and sexually satisfy them. this is quite a different site,
highly explicit and very fetishy. fans of perverts and sadism are sure to like
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